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Absolute measurement of the transient optical nonlinearity in N2 , O2 , N2 O, and Ar
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The absolute time-dependent nonlinear response of O2 , N2 , N2 O, and Ar to intense nonionizing, ultrashort
optical pump pulses is measured with single-shot spectral interferometry. The instantaneous and delayed rotational
responses are distinguished as a function of pump-pulse duration and probe central wavelength. Our measurements
are central to the modeling and understanding of nonlinear propagation of intense ultrashort laser pulses in gases.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The nonlinear optical response of gases plays a role in a variety of phenomena under wide investigation for applications,
including harmonic generation and attosecond physics [1],
femtosecond filamentation [2], and pulse compression [3].
Recently, we demonstrated [4] that the instantaneous nonlinear
polarizability of Ar and N2 is dominantly second order in the
laser field amplitude for optical laser intensity all the way up
to the ionization threshold. The total response is composed of
instantaneous and delayed parts, which are, respectively, the
nonlinear distortion of the atomic or molecular electron cloud
(electronic response) and field-induced molecular rotation,
with a weak, fast contribution from adiabatic (prompt) bond
stretching. Together, these responses are called the optical Kerr
nonlinearity. Despite the extensive activity employing nonlinear laser-gas interactions, the Kerr nonlinearity, especially
in molecular gases, is still not known with much precision.
Commonly used values for the instantaneous and delayed contributions to the Kerr nonlinearity vary significantly. Improving
the precision of these numbers is critical for calculations of
the propagation of intense laser pulses in gases, which depend
extremely sensitively on them [5–9].
In this paper, we present absolute measurements of the
optical nonlinearity in O2 , N2 , N2 O, and Ar. Our method
can be extended to most transparent media provided the
sample is thin enough. Here, we determine accurate values
of the instantaneous Kerr coefficient n2 and the molecular
polarizability asymmetry !α = α! − α⊥ , where α! and α⊥
are the linear polarizabilities along and across the molecular
bond axis.
In all of the gases studied here, the first ionization
potential is far above the laser photon energy of 1.55 eV.
As a result, the nonlinear response of the electronic states
is essentially instantaneous and is characterized in terms of
the Kerr coefficient n2 . In addition, molecular gases can have
an important, even dominant, response due to the alignment
and stretching of the molecular bonds in the intense laser
field [10–12]. This response can be described by a time-domain
Raman response function R(t). The total nonlinear index of
refraction, to second order in the field or first order in the laser
intensity, is
! ∞
!n(t) = n2 I (t) +
R(t − t % )I (t % )dt % ,
(1)
−∞

where I (t) is the laser intensity. The orientational (bond stretch
and molecular alignment) contribution to the instantaneous
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electronic response is fourth order in the field amplitude and
is negligible on the time scale of the n2 I (t) response [13].
In the gases studied here, the small adiabatic bond stretch
contribution to R(t) cannot be separated out because the
spacing between vibrational states is much greater than the
bandwidth corresponding to our 40-fs FWHM pump pulse.
At high intensity, there is an additional contribution from free
electrons generated by ionization [4], but for all data presented
later, the intensity is kept below the ionization threshold.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Many techniques have been used to measure the nonlinear
refractive index of gases, including measurements of selffocusing [14], spectral changes caused by self–phase modulation [10,15], and pump-probe experiments measuring spectral
or polarization changes in a weak probe pulse due to crossphase modulation [11,16]. We use single-shot supercontinuum
spectral interferometry (SSSI) [13,17,18], which enables the
measurement, with micron spatial resolution and femtosecond
time resolution, of the time-dependent phase imparted to a
probe pulse by the transient response of a medium excited by
a copropagating pump pulse. In our experiment, the interaction
takes place in a very thin gas flow of effective thickness Leff &
dc, pump , where dc, pump is the confocal parameter. Therefore,
the pump intensity is axially uniform along the interaction
length [4], and the measured probe phase shift is
!
!
P (z)
!#(x,t) = k0 !n(x,z,t)dz = k0 !natm (x,t)
dz
P0
= k0 !natm (x,t)Leff ,
(2)
where x is the transverse coordinate in the sample, z is the axial
coordinate along the interaction, k0 is the average vacuum
wavenumber of the chirped probe pulse over the frequency
range it overlaps with the pump pulse, P (z) is the pressure
distribution, and !natm (x,t) is the change in refractive index
at atmospheric pressure P0 . We note that experiments with
Leff ' dc , which is the case for most gas cells [11,13,16,18],
suffer from two main problems: (i) the three-dimensional
pump and probe beam profiles are imprecisely known, and
(ii) even if known, nonlinear pump propagation would distort
them. In any case, !# will be a complicated mixed space-time
average.
The laser is a 1-kHz repetition rate Ti:sapphire amplifier
producing 40-fs, 3.5-mJ pulses. A supercontinuum (SC) with
a usable bandwidth of 120 nm is generated by filamentation
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in SF6 [19]. Probe and reference SC pulses, separated by
∼2 ps, are generated using a Michelson interferometer. The
pump, probe, and reference pulses are collinearly combined
using a dichroic mirror and focused (such that dc,probe >
dc, pump and probe spot > pump spot) into the thin gas
flow in a vacuum chamber pumped by a roots blower. A
λ/2 wave plate in the pump path allows rotation of the
pump polarization. The gas flow target consists of a stainless
steel tube with 90-µm-thick walls. A section of the tube is
flattened, and 80-µm-diameter entrance and exit holes are
laser drilled through it. With an input flow pressure of 1
atm in the tube, the background pressure in the chamber is
∼200 mTorr. The reference pulse precedes the pump, which is
temporally overlapped with the probe. After the tube, the pump
is spectrally filtered from the beam, and the interaction zone
is imaged onto the entrance slit of an imaging spectrometer
and relayed to a CCD at the spectrometer’s focal plane, where
the probe and reference interfere in the frequency domain.
The time-domain phase shift !#(x,t) is then found from the
change in the spectral phase and amplitude extracted from
this interferogram and from the probe spectral phase [17].
The latter is found from the dependence of the change in
probe spectral phase on pump-probe time delay. The probe
spectral phase is quadratic, with a group-delay dispersion of
1750 fs2 . We average 1000 interferograms before performing
the extraction [18], allowing measurement of phase shifts
smaller than possible in a single shot. The dominant source
of noise in a single-shot measurement is CCD pixel noise.
To measure the spatial distribution of the pump intensity
without relying on external imaging of the focal spot, we
measure the instantaneous Kerr phase shift along two perpendicular slices, !#(x,t) and !#(y,t), using a Dove prism to
rotate the image on the spectrometer slit. We find that the pump
spot size at the target is 29 µm × 27 µm. This is shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The beam profile measured is used to find
the relation between the pulse fluence and the peak intensity.
A folded wave-front interferometer employing a 635-nm
cw diode laser was used to measure Leff in the flow tube.
The portion of the beam passing through the hole interfered
with light passing outside the tube, and the hole was imaged
to a CCD camera as shown in Fig. 1. Interferograms were
captured at a frame rate of 14.5 s−1 as the gas flow into the
tube is suddenly shut off. The difference in phase between the
initial state of steady flow and long times after shut off, when
the tube is evacuated, can be expressed as !ϕ = k0 n0 Leff ,
where n0 is the refractive index at 1 atm. Measuring !ϕ =
1.16 rad and using n0 − 1 = 2.795 × 10−4 for 633 nm in N2
at 1 atm [20], we find Leff = 418 µm. Using this value for Leff
with our spectral interferometry phase shifts gives absolute
values of Kerr nonlinearity at 1 atm. (Since the outer thickness
of the tube is 475 µm, this implies an average pressure inside
the tube of slightly less than 1 atm.)
With an absolute measurement of nonlinearity in N2
from the thin gas flow, we can perform relative phase-shift
measurements in all other gases with the vacuum chamber
backfilled at low pressure (here ∼90 Torr) and reference the
phase shifts to the flow-tube measurement, allowing a higher
signal-to-noise ratio. There was no measurable phase front
distortion of the pump due to self-focusing (peak power is ∼1%
of critical at 90 Torr). Lineouts of the phase shift measured for
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Measurement of absolute phase shifts in
N2 using a 475-µm-thick gas target with Leff = 418 µm. (a, b)
Nonlinear phase shift extracted using SSSI at peak laser intensity
41 TW/cm2 along two perpendicular slices x and y through the probe
spot. (c) Linear phase shift due to the gas in the tube, measured using
folded wave-front interferometry, with a CCD camera taking data at
14.5 frames s−1 . The inset shows a schematic of the flow tube and an
example interferogram.

each gas for pump parallel (black solid line) and perpendicular
(blue dashed line) to probe are shown in Fig. 2. Scaling the N2
backfill data to match the flow tube data, we find an effective
interaction length at 90 Torr of 4.41 mm, which is used for
the rest of the gases. Using the gas flow target here and in our
prior work [4], we have found within error that the nonlinear
response, both instantaneous and rotational, is linear in the
intensity up to the ionization threshold for all gases studied.
Thus, to extract absolute Kerr coefficients from our data, we
keep the laser intensity well below the ionization threshold.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Eq. (1), the response is composed of instantaneous and rotational parts. To separate these contributions, we recognize that if !#! = !#inst + !#rot for probe
polarization parallel to the pump, then symmetry properties
of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor [21] imply !#⊥ =
!#inst /3 − !#rot /2 for probe polarized perpendicular to
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Lineouts showing the phase shift !#(t)
for pump polarization parallel to probe (solid black line) and
pump perpendicular to probe (blue dashed line). Also shown is
the decomposition of the signal into the instantaneous (red dotted
line) and rotational (green dash-dotted line) signals, as described
in the text. The pressure used for each gas was 90 Torr. The peak
intensity used for each gas was Ar, 41 TW/cm2 ; N2 , 45 TW/cm2 ; O2 ,
14 TW/cm2 ; and N2 O, 28 TW/cm2 .

pump. These equations yield !#inst = 3(!#! + 2!#⊥ )/5
and !#rot = 2(!#! − 3!#⊥ )/5. These are shown in Fig. 2
as red dotted (!#inst ) and green dash-dotted (!#rot ) lines. The
instantaneous response is proportional to the temporal shape of
the pulse I (t), and the small bump at early time delays has been
verified as a real feature of the laser pulse using spectral phase
interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction [22].
We fit the delayed response to the second term in Eq. (1).
The rotational part of R(t) is proportional to the ensemble
average molecular alignment *cos2 θ + − 1/3 calculated using
a density matrix code [23], where θ is the angle between
the molecular axis and the optical field direction. The only
inputs to the code are !α and the molecular moment of

inertia, where the latter is known to high accuracy from
rotational spectroscopy [24]. We find the values of !α from
the simulations that best match experiment. [There is no
delayed vibrational response contributing to R(t) because
the bandwidth of the pump pulse is not sufficient to excite
vibrational modes.]
We attribute the instantaneous phase shift to the electronic
response because the adiabatic bond stretch contribution is
small: using the rovibrational response function plotted in [12]
to simulate the instantaneous phase shift due to adiabatic bond
stretching in N2 and O2 gives a result ∼30 times smaller
than our measured instantaneous phase shift. This is consistent
with Shelton and Rice [25], who showed that neglecting the
vibrational component of the Kerr effect results in errors in the
nonlinear susceptibility of less than 10%.
Our results are summarized in Table I. The largest source
of uncertainty is the peak intensity, which depends on the
laser spot size, average power, and pulse width. The error is
reduced by employing the full transverse profile of the intensity
as measured in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), for example. Note that
the uncertainty values given in Table I are the absolute error;
the relative contribution between n2 and !α was measured
much more precisely because it does not depend on the peak
intensity. Ratios of values between gases are also more precise
than the absolute error given because the focusing conditions
were identical. In the limit of a long pulse, the rotational
response is adiabatic, and the effective instantaneous Kerr
coefficient has both electronic and rotational components. One
can show using a perturbative calculation [13] that
n2,long = n2 −

8π N (!α)2
15n20 c2h̄B


% (0)
&
$ j (j − 1)
ρj(0)−2
ρj
,
×
−
2
(2j
−
1)
2j
+
1
2j
−
3
j

where N is the gas density, B is the rotational constant, and
Dj (2j + 1)e−hcBj (j +1)/kB T
,
ρj(0) = )
Dk (2k + 1)e−hcBk(k+1)/kB T
k

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the gas temperature,
and Dj is a statistical weighting factor that depends on nuclear
spin. The ratio of n2 to n2,long for each gas at atmospheric
density and room temperature, calculated from our measured
values of n2 and !α, is also shown in Table I. We use B =
2.0 cm−1 for N2 , B = 1.44 cm−1 for O2 , and B = 0.41 cm−1
for N2 O [26].

TABLE I. The measured Kerr coefficient n2 , polarizability anisotropy !α, and the ratio of the effective n2 values for a short pulse to a long
pulse for each gas studied and a comparison with previous experimental and theoretical work.
n2 (10−20 cm2 /W)
Gas
Ar
N2
O2
N2 O

This work
9.7
7.4
9.5
17.2

±
±
±
±

1.2
0.9
1.2
2.2

!α (10−25 cm3 )

Nibbering et al. [10]

Loriot et al. [16]

Shelton and Rice [25]

14 ± 2
23 ± 3
51 ± 7

10.0 ± 0.9
11 ± 2
16.0 ± 3.5

10.4
8.1
8.7

043820-3

n2 /n2,long

This work

Lin et al. [26]

This work

6.7 ± 0.3
10.2 ± 0.4
28.1 ± 1.1

9.3
11.4
27.9

0.23
0.14
0.04
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Pulse-width dependence of the nonlinear
response in N2 . Measured phase shift extracted using SSSI (black
dashed line), with the pulse width varied between 40 and 100 fs by
adjusting the compressor. The pulse energy is kept constant. Also
shown is the phase shift calculated (red solid line) using Eq. (1) and
the parameters (n2 , !α) measured with a 40-fs pulse.

increases. Previously, the pulse-width dependence of the Kerr
effect had been probed only indirectly by measurements
of critical power in self-focusing [12,29]. However, it was
recently shown that critical power measurements can be complicated by defocusing effects from plasma generation [30].
Figure 3 shows the pump–pulse-width–dependent response of
N2 , with the pump energy kept constant. It is seen that for
pulses longer than ∼80 fs, the instantaneous response merges
with the rotational. This is consistent with prior work with
∼100-fs pulses [13,18,24] and applies to the vast majority
of filamentation experiments in air [2]. The results of Fig. 3
also allow us to test the validity of Eq. (1), whose curves are
overlaid on the experimental curves. The experimental results
are in good agreement with the simulations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Previous measurements of n2 in the gases studied here
varied widely [10,11,16], in part because ∼100-fs pulses
were used, and thus the instantaneous response was difficult to separate reliably from the rotational response. In
addition, several techniques [10,15] depend sensitively on
three-dimensional nonlinear propagation effects. In general,
a possible source of error in pump-probe measurements arises
from using degenerate pump and probe pulses. This can lead to
spurious results from two-beam coupling through an intensity
or plasma grating [27].
Possible dispersion in the nonlinear susceptibility was
addressed by simply changing the pump-probe time delay. This
varied the SC probe wavelength band temporally overlapping
the pump. There was no measurable variation, to within error,
in n2 or !α over the central probe wavelength range of
550–635 nm for any of the gases studied. This is consistent
with dispersion estimates using a power series expression
[25,28], showing that for a SC probe at a central wavelength
of 580 nm, we overestimate n2 at 800 nm by less than 3%,
smaller than our error bars.
It is interesting to consider how the electronic response
merges with the rotational as the pump pulse duration

In summary, we have presented direct measurements of
the optical nonlinearity in the major components of air
and N2 O using supercontinuum spectral interferometry. Our
measurements indicate that the instantaneous response in
these gases was overestimated in previous experiments that
directly measured the Kerr coefficient, probably because of
the use of longer pulses. Our measurements agree to within
error with previous experiments that use harmonic generation
and a theoretical model for the dispersion of the third-order
susceptibility [24]. Our results should significantly improve
simulations of pulse compression and filamentation in these
gases, with special application to atmospheric propagation.
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